This work is part of the Fujaba project. The Fujaba project aims to use the Unified Modeling Language UML as a programmed graph rewriting language. This paper describes the new graph based debugging functionality that has just been added to the Fujaba environment. This new debugging functionality allows to visualize Java heap object structures as the current host graph and to execute programmed graph rewrite rules stepwise.
Introduction
This paper shows a tool for graph based debugging of general Java programs. This work is part of the Fujaba project and tool set developed at the University of Paderborn [Fuj98] . Fujaba is a graph based tool which uses the Unified Modeling Language UML for design and realization of software projects. Fujaba uses UML class diagrams for the specification of graph schemata. It uses a combination of activity diagrams and collaboration diagrams, so-called story diagrams for the specification of operational behavior. The semantics of story diagrams is based on programmed graph rewriting rules [Zün01] . In contrast to other graph based tools, Fujaba does not rely on proprietary runtime environments. Instead, Fujaba generates standard Java source code that is easily integrated with other Java program parts and that runs in a common Java runtime environment. This enables the use of graph based concepts in all kinds of Java applications.
The running example for this paper is the famous "spin the-bottle" game. In this game, you have one bottle, some fields and some players. The players have to bet on the fields and then spin the bottle. The player who has bet on the field the bottle points to after spinning wins. This example has been used for teaching object oriented concepts in three German highschools. The idea is to use graph based tools in introductionary courses on computer science [life02]. Using a graph based environment, the students do not need to mess around with cryptic program code but can concentrated on modelling the given problem on a higher level of abstraction. Due to our first experiences this works very well and it really leverages the students learning process. Figure 1 shows a screen dump of the Fujaba class diagram / graph schemata for this example. 
Java Heap as Graph
A graph based environment, usually provides a component to visualize the current host graph and to allow the application of rewrite rules. In Fujaba this functionality is provided by the Dynamic Object Browser, Dobs. Note, Fujaba generates conventional Java source code from graph rewrite rules and we employ a usual Java compiler and runtime environment to execute this code. Accordingly the code for graph rewrite rules works on usual Java heap objects and Java references between such objects. Note, Java provides only simple references between objects. In contrast to this, graphs usually require (multiple) (labelled) bidirectional links between objects or nodes. To implement links in Java, Fujaba enforces pairs of forward and reverse pointers between objects. In addition, we use generic set implementations provided by the java.util runtime library package in order to allow multiple links between objects. Together, these two abstractions turn the Java heap object structure into a graph structure with multiple labelled bidirectional links between objects or nodes.
Several modern debuggers as e.g. ddd [ddd95] provide functionality for investigating the current content of variables and if a variable refers to some object (structure) this object and it reference attributes may be shown as a graph like object diagram. However, since these visualization components are part of a general debugging tool, they also show the internal data structures of e.g. the set implementations that we use to implement multiple links between objects. Thus, if e.g. a tree based set implementation is used, the object structure visualization shows a lot of "TreeNode" and "leftChild" and "rightChild" pointers, which are not part of the application level graph structure. To avoid this problem, we made the Dobs system aware of common container classes. The Dobs system employs a user extendible list of known container classes. For these container classes one has only to name the method(s) that are used to elicitate the container elements. If Dobs detects an attribute of container type, instead of depicting the internal container structure, Dobs uses the element elicitation methods to retrieve the referenced objects. Next Dobs analyzes these target objects and uses some heuristics to identify the reverse references. Forward and reverse references are then combined into links between the corresponding objects. Figure 2 shows Dobs in action. 
Programs as Story Diagrams
As mentioned before, we use a combination of UML activity and collaboration diagrams, called story diagrams, for modeling the behavior of programs. We use collaboration diagrams as a notation for graph rewrite rules, where the left-hand and right-hand side are shown in a single picture, cf. Figure 3 . The left-hand side of the corresponding graph rewrite rule consists of the unmarked diagram elements and of the diagram elements marked with destroy . The right-hand side consists of unmarked and create elements. These socalled story patterns are embedded into an UML activity diagram, specifying the control flow. Figure 3 shows the story diagram for method turn of class Bottle of the "spin the-bottle" example. This method turns the bottle by a given number of fields. To achieve this, the story diagram first checks if the (remaining) number of turns is unequal to zero. If true, the first story pattern is executed. The analysis of the object structure starts with the current bottle object which is called this in Fujaba. From the this object we follow the link to the field the bottle currently points to. Then we follow the link from this field to the next Field. The rule destroys the old pointsTo link and creates a new pointsTo link between the bottle and the second field, cf. the destroy and create markers. In the next story pattern, method turn is called, recursively. This turns the bottle the given number of fields.
From such story diagrams the Fujaba environment generates standard Java code. This code may now be validated using Dobs. 
Stepwise execution
The former version of Dobs was already able to call methods on depicted objects, interactively. However, the object heap was visualized before and after a method call, only. It was not possible to step through the execution of a story diagram and to inspect the execution of individual graph rewrite steps. Stepping through the execution of a method was only possible using a standard Java source code debugger. However, it was practically impossible to use a Java source code debugger together with the Dobs system. If execution hit a breakpoint the Dobs analysis functionality was frozen too.
To overcome this limitation, we integrated a public domain Java source code debugger, the JSwat system [JSw99] into the Dobs tool. JSwat starts the debuggee (the application to be debugged) in a separate Java virtual machine. In our solution, Dobs runs in the same virtual machine as the JSwat debugger. In addition, Dobs now uses dedicated functionality of the Java Debug Interface (JDI) library to analyze the object structure in the debuggee virtual machine. This enables Dobs to visualize the current object structure, while execution is frozen through JSwat.
The next problem was, that JSwat steps through the execution line by line on source code level. We wanted to step through the execution on the story diagram level of abstraction. To achieve this, we generate so-called design level reference, dlr, files together with the Java source code. In these dlr files, we protocol which story diagram element corresponds to which line of Java code. When debugging a method with JSwat, we just set breakpoints everytime the code of a new graph element is reached. When running on a breakpoint the corresponding graph element is selected in the story diagram view of Fujaba. In this way, the user may now execute a method graph element by graph element. At each step, the user may investigate the changes in the current object structure with the Dobs tool. Figure 4 shows the debugging of method turn explained in chapter 3. As indicated by a blue selection marker (unfortunately not visible in grayscale printouts, therefore marked in figure 4 with a big arrow). The next step to be executed is the creation of the pointsTo link between the bottle object this and field nextField. As shown in the Dobs window, the old pointsTo link between bottle object b2 and field object f3 has already been destroyed. Note, we have adapted the JSwat window showing the content of local variables to show Dobs object identifiers instead of non mnemonic hex addresses, cf. the lower left window in Figure 4 . Thus, the users can e.g. infer that story diagram variables field and nextField currently refer to the Dobs objects f3 and f4, respectively. 
Summary
In this paper, we have integrated Fujabas dynamic object browser Dobs with the public domain, standard Java source code debugger JSwat. Thereby, it is now possible to step through the execution of standard Java programs and to investigate the current object structure using the graph based visualization provided by Dobs. In addition, these sophisticated debugging capabilities are integrated with the Fujaba code generator and environment. This allows to step through the execution of a system at the graph rewrite rule level of abstraction.
Our approach enhances common source code debuggers with a visualization on the graph level of abstraction that e.g. avoids to show internal details of container classes. We achieve a stepwise execution of programmed graph rewrite rules similar to e.g. the Progres environment or other graph grammar tools. However, our approach does not rely on a proprietary runtime environment but the generated Java code is seamlessly integrated into common Java systems.
The described debugging functionality will be part of the next Fujaba release 4.0, forthcoming on www.fujaba.de
